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Karmageddon
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C#            C#
Summer comes, of we go
C#                   C#
Sooner or later here comes the show
       B   C#         B           C#
Get in ecsasy, if you know what I mean
F#                       C#
Livin  on the edge of it all

C#                 C#
Autumn s here, the deepest feared
C#                               C#
we ll all come too, if you don t give up
       B   C#         B           C#
Get in ecsasy, if you know what I mean
F#                       C#
Livin  on the edge of it all
F#        G#        C#
So please come with me

C#             
All we need is something
    F#               G#
And anything goes to stop
    F#              G#              C#
And I don t care if you think we re faking
C#                  
If we re all souls for out there
     F#           G#
Then I m ready to bleed
      F#            G#                     C#
Cause I don t think that we re gonna take it

C#             C#
Winter comes, like it or not
C#                         C#
Maybe you wiser but you ll never learn
         B   C#            B         C#
we re in ecsasy, and we re livin  a dream



F#               G#        C#
Knowing it s the end of it all

C#                     C#
Springtime arrives, it breaks your heart
C#                      C#
Now you re older and it starts again
       B    C#        B            C#
Get in ecsasy, if you know what I mean
F#            G#         C#
Livin  on the edge of it all
    F#    G#        C#
So please come with me

C#
All we need is something
     F#              G#
And anything goes to stop
    F#              G#               C#
And I don t care if you think we re faking
C#                  
If we re all souls for out there
     F#           G#
Then I m ready to bleed
      F#            G#                     C#
Cause I don t think that we re gonna take it


